Try a ﬂight of any 3 whiskies for only $20
or a ﬂight of any 6 for $30.
Blend

IRISH WHISKEY

Bushmill’s: Light and fruity with spicy aromas and vanilla notes. A
touch of honey sweetness on the palate.
Black Bush: Big and full to start off with‚ quickly becoming light with
a hint of a spicy fruit, sweet sherry finish.
John Powers: Fruity & spicy, dry peppery tones. Full flavored
predominantly pot still with honeyed spicy notes.
John Powers 12 yr Special Reserve: Spicy, honeyed, with a touch
of perfumed oils, it is full-bodied and flavorsome.
Paddy: Mild, soft, a distinctive mellow maltiness, a touch of sweet oil,
spiciness - background notes of honey, vanilla, toasted wood.
Jameson: Perfect balance of spicy, nutty and vanilla notes with hints
of sweet sherry and exceptional smoothness.
Jameson 12 yr: Sherry richness, nutty flavor, mild woody undertones.
Jameson Black: Waves of vanilla, toasted wood and spices roll
through from the pot still whiskey and flame charred barrels.
Jameson Gold: Creaminess and honey sweetness create a taste
sensation of spicy character, a smooth complex whiskey.
Midleton Very Rare: well-balanced with notes of spice, potpourri,
wood resin, oak and juicy cereals. The palate is creamy and sweet
with notes of fresh flowers, butterscotch and vanilla
Red Breast 12 yr: Dried peels and spice, an oily note and cut fruits.
The palate is spice and of good body. Hints of nuts, marzipan and
citrus with a sweet sherry finish.
Green Spot: Spicy and soft, gentle bourbon oak, green woods,
menthol, potpourri. Long creamy and vanilla finish.
Tullamore Dew: Light spice followed by toasted wood evolving into
a vanilla sweetness. Mellow, buttery finish.
Kilbeggan: Smooth and sweet with a wonderful malty finish.

Single Malt

Knappogue Castle 12 yr: Slightly astringent and nicely fruity.

Delicate tastes of marshmallow, brown sugar, oaky vanilla, and
marzipan.
Tyrconnell: Honey notes hang on the nose. A tang of oranges and
lemons, a strong malt presence that balances with the oily
sweetness.
Bushmill’s 10 yr: Melted chocolate that rests on the tongue before
releasing a hint of honey in your cheeks. Light fruit and spicy
aromas.
Bushmill’s 16 yr: A warm port sweetness on the back, almond and
marzipan fusion with hints of honey and praline. Jammy, dark
chocolate finish.
The Irishman: Vanilla sweetness, granola, toasted almonds and
honey, a little oak, digestive biscuits, apricots, and a hint of coca.
Green Ore 8 yr: Sweet, smooth vanilla before spicy oak comes in.
Touches of menthol and coconut ice. Finishes long with maple
and pecan, milk chocolate and a hint of salinity.
Connemara: Peated whiskey, mild, balanced malty. Wonderful oak
and peat finish.

SCOTCH WHISKEY
Single Malt

Glenfiddich 12 yr: Distinctive fresh pear, creamy with subtle oak flavors and
a long smooth and mellow finish.
Macallan 12 yr: Deliciously smooth, rich dried fruits and sherry balanced
with wood smoke and spice
Glenlivet 12 yr: Well-balanced and fruity with strong pineapple notes.
Creamy and smooth with marzipan and fresh hazelnuts.
Laphroaig 10 yr: Huge smoke, seaweed, "medicinal", with a hint of
sweetness. Suprising sweetness with hints of salt and layers of peat.
Oban 14 yr: Hints of peat smoke, salty maritime flavor. Citrus orange notes
in the nose and the palate, sweet honey, a smooth silky finish.
Balvenie 12 yr Doublewood: Smooth and mellow. Nutty sweetness,
cinnamon spiciness and a delicately proportioned layer of sherry.
Balvenie 14 yr Caribbean Rum Cask: Rich, sweet and creamy toffee.
Rounded with vanilla and sweet oak notes, with a fruity character.
Glenmorangie Lasanta: Sweet sherry flavored sultanas, orange segments,
walnuts and butterscotch combine to create complex warm spices.
Ledaig 10 yr: Sweet, medicinal flavors, sparks of spicy pepper, dried fruit
with rich peaty smoke and a vanilla and malty creaminess.
Tobermory 12 yr: Smooth and velvety. An electric tang of fruit, sublimely
spiced gingerbread, acacia honey and aniseed.
Bunnahabhain 12 yr: Light fruit and nut appeal that leads to a malty
sweetness, finishing into a beautifully rich full-bodied, lingering
experience.
Deanston 12 yr: Smooth creamy sweetness with sumptuous hints of fruit,
malty honeyed spiciness and soft vanilla.

Blend
Johnnie Walker Black: Smokey peat with earthy mineral tones, bright oaks
and buttery vanilla, finishing cleanly with a mature smoothness.
Johnnie Walker Red: Sweet, peat, toffee, floral nose. Sweet, wood, honey,
fruity, pears.
Dewars: Light malt sugar, pears, Madagascar vanilla, honey and a whisper of
peat smoke. A finish that is predominately vanilla and honey.
Famous Grouse: Well balanced oak. Sherry with a hint of citrus. Medium
full flavor. Mature Speyside frutiness.
Clan MacGregor: Peaty and bold with some oak on the back palate.
Finishes with an earthy balance.

BOURBON WHISKEY
Buffalo Trace: An aroma of gum, vanilla, mint, and molasses. Sweet, fruity
and notably spicy on the palate, with emerging brown sugar and oak.
Water releases intensive, fruity notes. The finish is long, spicy and
comparatively dry, with developing vanilla.
Bulleit: Gentle spiciness and sweet oak aromas. Mid-palate is smooth with
tones of maple, oak, and nutmeg. Finish is long, dry, and satiny with a
light toffee flavor.
Maker’s Mark: Subtle, complex, clean nose, with vanilla and spice, a
delicate floral note of roses, plus lime and cocoa beans. Medium in
body, a palate of fresh fruit, spices, eucalyptus and ginger cake. The
finish features more spices, fresh oak with a hint of smoke,
Woodford Reserve: Restrained black chocolate. Cigar boxes. Hint of
charcoal on the nose Palate is very firm. Full of flavors, tightly
combined. Whole almonds, marzipan. Root ginger. A touch of fresh
oak, and some charcoal. Finishes very long. Flowery: violet.
Baker’s: Fruit, vanilla, caramel aromas. Toasted nuts, fruit, vanilla, silky
texture palate, with a sweet, smooth, medium-long finish.
Booker’s: Big oak, vanilla, smoky charcoal aromas. Intense, fruit, tannin,
tobacco palate with a clean, long, intense finish.
Basil Hayden’s: Spice, tea, hint of peppermint aromas. Spicy, peppery,
honey, light-bodied, gentle bite on the palate.
Jim Beam: Vanilla and delicate floral notes on the nose of this four-year-old
Bourbon. Initially sweet, with restrained vanilla, then drier, oaky notes
develop, fading into furniture polish and soft malt in the finish.

